
Abstract. The feasibility of various self-complementary AAV
(scAAV) serotypes as efficient gene delivery vehicles in human
cancer cells was evaluated. To dissect the transduction charac-
teristics, we infected a variety of human cancer cells with
scAAV1-6 or scAAV8 expressing GFP. scAAV2 led to the
best transduction efficiency with nearly complete transgene
expression at 1000 MOI in most cancer cells, regardless of
cell/tissue origins. scAAV5 could also induce effective gene
expression, even though gene transfer potency by scAAV5
was poorer than that by scAAV2. Substantial portion of trans-
gene expression lasted over a month following gene delivery
by both scAAV 2 and scAAV5, indicating that long-term gene
expression can occur. Moreover, co-infection of scAAV2 and
scAAV5 can induce simultaneous transgene expressions
introduced via each vector. Thus, the current study provide
evidence that scAAV2 and scAAV5 vectors are excellent
gene transfer tools in a wide variety of human cancer cells,
independently driving persistent transgene expression.

Introduction

The promising potential of recombinant adeno-associated virus
(rAAV) as a gene delivery tool has been recently documented
in cancer gene therapy (1,2). Adeno-associated virus, a
member of the non-pathogenic parvovirus family, consists of a
single-stranded DNA as a genome (3). The AAV genome is
able to integrate itself into the human chromosome at various
sites but most commonly on chromosome 19q (4,5), resulting
in persistent transgene expression by rAAV (3). In fact,
rAAV2, the most widely studied rAAV serotype, can mediate
long-term gene expression in both in vitro and in vivo (6,7).

For transgene expression, the conventional single-stranded
rAAV2 (ssAAV) genome has to become double-stranded via
complementary-strand synthesis, once the rAAV2 gets into a
target cell (3). Therefore, the conversion of single-stranded
rAAV2 genome into double-stranded form has been a major
limiting step in efficient transduction by rAAV2. To overcome
this rate-limiting step, several research groups have generated
preformed double-stranded rAAV and demonstrated its
usefulness in gene transduction (8-10). Transduction
efficiency (TE) could be dramatically improved by hiring this
self-complementary rAAV (scAAV) of 5- to 140-fold
increase, compared to that by ssAAV (8,9).

A wide variety of AAV serotypes, other than AAV2, have
been additionally isolated (11,12). Moreover, rAAVs originated
from various AAV serotypes have been generated by replacing
the rAAV2 capsid with other capsids and the potential of these
pseudotyped-rAAVs have been intensely investigated.
Several studies have shown that other rAAV serotypes have
advantages in effectively transducing various cell/tissue types
due to their distinct tropisms (13). For example, rAAV1,
rAAV6 and rAAV8 vectors show better transduction
efficiencies (TEs) in skeletal muscle (14,15) or heart (16,17).
In addition, rAAV1 and rAAV5 can transduce the vascular
endothelial cells of airways more efficiently (18).

Therefore, it would be very interesting to examine the
characteristics of transduction by different rAAV serotypes
based on scAAV on human cancer cells from distinct cell/
tissue origins. In the present study, we transduced a wide
variety of human cancer cells of different origins with scAAV
serotypes 1-6 and 8. We then asked whether there was any
difference in the TE depending on tissue origin. We also
determined whether long-term transgene expression can
occur by scAAV in human cancer cells. Finally, we
examined transduction pattern by co-treatment of different
scAAVs. The results suggest that scAAV2 and scAAV5 can
efficiently transduce various cancer cells, regardless of tissue
origin. The data also indicate that persistent and simultaneous
transgene expression can occur by scAAV 2 and scAAV5.

Materials and methods

Cell culture. 293T and human glial cancer U251 cells were
kindly provided by Dr J. Jung and Dr Y. Lee at Harvard
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Medical School and University of Pittsburgh, respectively.
The 293 cells and other human cancer cells (hepatocellular
SK-Hep1, cervical HeLa, colon HCT116, HT-29, lung A549,
pancreatic Bx-PC3 and Panc-1) were purchased from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA,
USA). All the cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum, L-glutamine (2 mM), penicillin (100 IU/ml) and
streptomycin (50 μg/ml) in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37˚C.

Recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) preparation and
titration. For the generation of self-complementary rAAV
serotypes, pHpa-trs-SK was obtained from Dr J. Samulski
(University of North Carolina) as pscAAV plasmid (8). A set
of pRepCap plasmids carrying capsid genes for serotypes 1-6 or
8 were also provided by Dr C. High from University of
Pennsylvania. All the rAAVs were synthesized based on
triple-transfection using calcium phosphate method mixing
pHpa-trs-SK encoding GFP or RFP, pRepCap and pXX6
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) encoding adenoviral helper genes
(19,20). Briefly, about 1x107 cells in a 15-cm culture dish were
transfected with 50 μg of the plasmids for 2 days. From cell
lysates that included the supernatant after removing cell debris,
pure population of rAAVs were prepared by sequential two-
steps of CsCl gradients. After dialysis using 50 mM Tris-buffer
(pH 7.8) containing 1 mM MgCl and 10% sorbitol, the purified
rAAVs were aliquoted and stored at -80˚C. The total number
of rAAV particles was calculated by TaqMan-based real-

time PCR analysis (TaqMan universal master Mix, Applied
Biosystems, CA, USA) quantifying the number of viral genome
encoding a cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The primers and
TaqMan probe were designed to target the CMV promoter.
Their sequences were 5'-CGTTACATAACTTACGGTAA
ATG-3' (forward primer), 5'-ATACGTCATTATTGACGTC
AATG-3' (reverse primer), 5'-FAM CCTGGCTGACCGCCC
AACGACTAMRA-3' (TaqMan probe). The reaction was
carried out as described previously by using DNA engine
OPTICON 2 system (MJ Research, NV, USA) (21).

Transduction of cells. Cells in 48-well plates were treated
with rAAVs at various multiplicities of infection (MOI)s at
~50% cellular confluence. Mock-treated cells used as a control
were the cells with no rAAV treatment. The cells were further
maintained until designated times with or without subculturing
the cells. Transgene products, such as GFP and RFP were
observed under an inverted fluorescent microscope (Leica
DMIRB, Leica, Germany). The pictures were taken when
necessary at the original magnification of either x100 or x200.
The fluorescent pictures were merged by using MetaVue
software (Molecular Devices, PA, USA).

Flow cytometric analysis. Both transduction efficiency (TE)
and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was determined
using flow cytometer (FACSCalibur, Becton-Dickinson, San
Jose, CA, USA). Transduced cells were harvested by
trypsinizing the cells with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA. The cells
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Figure 1. Transduction of various human cancer cells by distinct scAAV serotypes. Table (A) represents the information about the human cancer cells used in
the present study. Cells were infected with scAAV2 (B), scAAV1 (C) or scAAV5 serotypes (D) encoding GFP gene at MOI 1000. To estimate transduction
efficiency (TE), GFP expression in the cells was analyzed on 48 h post-infection (p.i.) by flow cytometry (n>3, mean values ± SD). scAAV2 led to the highest
TE, regardless of cancer cell types.
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were then washed in PBS by centrifugation. After the removal
of PBS, the cells were fixed in ice-cold PBS containing 4%
paraformaldehyde. Data were analyzed using CellQuest
program following flow cytometry. The percentage of GFP
positive cells was defined as the fraction beyond the region
of 99.9% of uninfected control cells.

Results

Both scAAV serotypes 2 and 5 can efficiently transduce a
variety of human cancer cells. To analyze the transduction
efficiency (TE) by scAAVs based on various AAV serotypes,
we infected different human cancer cells with scAAV1-6 or 8
expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP). As described in
Fig. 1A, the origins of the cancer cells were diverse. Never-
theless, the data indicate that the cells were most efficiently
transduced by scAAV2 serotype (Fig. 1B). TE by scAAV2 at
multiplicity of infection (MOI) 1000 was marked as high as
98.4±0.9, 97.9±0.5 or 94.7±0.4% in SK-Hep-1, HeLa or U251
cells, respectively. The lowest gene transfer by scAAV2 was
noticed in HT-29 cells at 31.0±5.7%. The second effective
gene transfer was acquired using scAAV5 serotype (Fig. 1D).
Similar pattern of TE among cancer cells was observed in the
case of scAAV5, except U251 with a substantial decrease in
TE by scAAV5. Serotype scAAV1 could only transduce a
significant portion of certain cancer cell types, such as SK-
Hep1 (Fig. 1C). Other rAAV serotypes showed extremely
low TE in all eight human cancer cells (data not shown).

These results suggest that scAAV2 and scAAV5 would be
the most effective rAAV gene transfer vectors in various
human cancer cells.

Higher transduction efficiency can be achieved by treating
cancer cells with higher MOIs of scAAVs. To verify if effective
gene delivery could be obtained by treatment of more particles
of scAAVs, SK-Hep1 cells were incubated with scAAV2-GFP
or scAAV5-GFP at various MOIs. Flow cytometric analysis
for both TE and the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) suggested
that higher transgene expression occurred with increasing
MOIs (Fig. 2). In the presence of scAAV2, TEs at MOI=10
and 100 were 43.1 and 86.1%, implying that nearly entire cells
were transduced at MOI=100 (Fig. 2). Additionally, MFIs by
scAAV2 continuously increased from 36.3 at MOI=10 to 157.7
(MOI=100) and 1127.5 (MOI=1000). In case of scAAV5, TE
at MOI=10 was relatively low at the level of 2.7%. However,
TEs dramatically increased to 18.1% at MOI=100 and 70.2%
at MOI=1000. However, MFIs by scAAV5 stay at the similar
degree regardless of MOIs. Another type of cancer cells, HeLa
cells, showed similar characteristics of transgene expression at
identical experimental conditions (data not shown). Together
with Fig. 1, the data confirm that scAAV2 can transduce the
cells more efficiently than scAAV5. Additionally, the results
imply that transgene expression per cell by scAAV can be
further intensified by treating more viruses into cells
experiencing near 100% TE.
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Figure 2. Characterization of GFP expression by scAAV2 or scAAV5 at different MOIs. SK-Hep1 cells were treated with scAAV2 or scAAV5-GFP at MOIs
of 10, 100 or 1000. Forty-eight hours p.i., TE and mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) were measured using a flow cytometer. The pictures were taken under
fluorescent microscope, original magnification x200. When the cells were infected with higher MOI, the more the cells were transduced or expressed the
higher the MFI. FM; fluorescent microscopy, FC; flow cytometry.
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A significant portion of transgene expression lasts over time
following gene transfer by scAAVs in human cancer cells.
The duration of transgene expression by scAAV in human
cancer cells was examined by infecting SK-Hep1 cells with
either scAAV2- or scAAV5-GFP at 100 or 1000 MOI,
respectively. The cells were maintained over 30 days by sub-
culturing at the ratio of 1:6 or 1:10 every 2 or 3 days (Fig. 3).
GFP signal began to diminish around 5 days post scAAV intro-
duction and sharply reduced within day 14 to 3.8±0.6% with
scAAV2 (MOI=100), 15.3±1.4% with scAAV2 (MOI=1000),
and 1.5±0.4% with scAAV5 (MOI=1000). Then, the transgene
expression remained at similar levels during experimental
period. In other human cancer cells including BxPC3 and HeLa
cells, the transgene expression retained over time a similar
pattern (data not shown). Therefore, the results indicate that
scAAV2 and scAAV5 can induce a certain degree of long-term
gene expression in human cancer cells.

Gene transfer by scAAV2 and scAAV5 can occur
concomitantly in cancer cells. To evaluate the possibility of
simultaneous gene expression by different scAAV vectors,
SK-Hep1 cells were co-infected with scAAV2-RFP and
scAAV5-GFP at MOI=10000 and 5000, respectively. The

scAAV2-RFP is the scAAV2 vector encoding red fluorescent
protein (RFP) as a reporter gene. We used 2 times higher
MOI of scAAV2-RFP than that of scAAV5-GFP due to less
fluorescent intensity of RFP, compared to that of GFP. As
shown in Fig. 4, many cells efficiently synthesized both
transgene products, which were readily detected under
fluorescent microscope. Moreover, GFP and RFP transgene
products were co-localized in many cells (Merge; indicated
by yellow or orange colours). The data thus demonstrates
that scAAV2 and scAAV5 can simultaneously deliver and
express different transgenes in the same cell.

Discussion

The present study provides evidence that scAAV2 and scAAV5
among various scAAV serotypes can effectively transduce
different human cancer cells regardless of their cell/tissue
origins. The significant portions of cells were effectively
transduced by scAAV2 or scAAV5 at MOI=1000, even
though scAAV2 generally showed the higher TE. In SK-
Hep1 and HeLa cells, originated from hepatocellular and
cervical carcinoma, TE was found to be the highest. The
lowest TE was observed in HT29 colon cancers. Hacker et al
have also demonstrated that scAAV2 can most effectively
transduce several human cancer cells including primary
melanoma cells (2). Unlike our data, however, scAAV1 and
scAAV3, respectively, induced a superior TE to scAAV5.
This discrepancy might be simply caused by the difference of
cell lines examined. Nevertheless, more study has to be done
to explain the difference, which is crucial to utilizing scAAVs
for gene delivery in cancer cells.
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Figure 3. Long-term gene expression by scAAVs in SK-Hep1 cells. Cells were
treated with scAAV2-GFP or scAAV5-GFP at MOI=100 or 1000, respec-
tively. The cells were cultivated and GFP signal was analyzed by using both
a flow cytometer (A) and a fluorescent microscope at designated times [(B),
scAAV2 at MOI 100; (C), scAAV2 at MOI 1000; (D), scAAV5 at MOI 1000;
original magnification x200]. The relative TE in A was calculated as
follows; TE at n days p.i./TE at 2 days p.i. x 100 (%). The results show that
transgene GFP signal persists over time. The experiments were performed
three times independently.

Figure 4. Co-treatment of SK-Hep1 cells with scAAV2-RFP and scAAV5-
GFP. SK-Hep1 cells were simultaneously incubated for 72 h with scAAV2-
RFP at MOI 10000 and scAAV5-GFP at MOI 5000. GFP and RFP expression
was examined under fluorescent microscope. LM, inverted light microscopy.
Merge, merged signal of GFP (green) and RFP (red).
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Recently, we showed that TE by single-stranded rAAV
serotype 2 (ssAAV2) was not high, even in SK-Hep1 or HeLa
cells (7). We then demonstrated that TE can be dramati-
cally enhanced by treating the cells with hydroxyurea and
tyrphostin-1. Both reagents can confer the conversion of single-
stranded rAAV genome to double-stranded form, the essential
process for transgene expression by ssAAV2 (2,22-24).
Moreover, we observed that the TE by the preformed double-
stranded scAAV2 was >10 times higher than that by ssAAV2
with no chemical treatment in HeLa cells (data not shown).
Thus, scAAV is more effective at transducing human cancer
cells in comparison to ssAAV.

Several in vivo studies have indicated that the long-term
transgene expression can occur by rAAV vectors in various
cells or tissues (6,25,26). Similar to gene transfer by ssAAV,
significant portion of infected cancer cells could maintain trans-
gene expression ability by both scAAV2 and scAAV5 (Fig. 3)
(7). Previous studies have suggested that long-term gene
expression by ssAAV is due to either the integration of rAAV
genome to chromosome (27,28) or genomic persistence in its
episomal conformation (29-31). Even though ssAAV vectors
preferentially integrate into actively transcribed regions (32),
the terminal repeats in each end of the rAAV vector have
minimal promoter activity, unlike that of retroviruses charac-
terized by strong promoter activity (33). More importantly,
there is no evidence indicating that the rAAV vector can cause
cancers in vivo (34,35). Finally, rAAV vectors have been
proven as the safe gene transfer vehicle by several clinical
trials, such as for cystic fibrosis or Canavan disease treatment
(36,37). Collectively, this suggests that scAAV vectors could
effectively and safely express a gene of interest at a long-
term level in human cancer cells.

The present study also demonstrates that independent co-
transduction can be readily achieved utilizing scAAV2 and
scAAV5 at the same time. The expression profile of rAAV
receptor on cell surface is deeply involved in TE by rAAV,
similar to other recombinant virus-based vectors. scAAV2
binds to heparan sulfate proteoglycans (38) and other co-
receptors (39-42), while scAAV5 binds to 2,3-N-linked sialic
acid of the cell surface (43,44) and platelet-derived growth
factor receptor (45,46). Thus, the co-expression of different
cancer therapeutic genes by concomitant infection of scAAV2
and scAAV5 might be easily obtained for combined gene
therapy. One of the major limitation using rAAV2 is the
presence of pre-existing neutralizing antibodies against
AAV2 in the general human population (47-50). By contrast,
the prevalence of neutralizing antibody against AAV5 has
been observed at low levels, particularly in cystic fibrosis
patients (51-53). Furthermore, Kuck et al showed that pre-
existing immune response against rAAV2 may have no
influence on the transduction of rAAV5 vectors in mouse
studies (54). Taken together, scAAV5 serotype holds a
promising potential of avoiding the adverse immune
responses against rAAV2-based gene therapy. Thus,
scAAV5 vectors can be used simultaneously with scAAV2
vector for combined treatment or independently to avoid
unwanted host immune response.

A body of recent studies have showed anti-tumor efficacy
by rAAV2 encoding various anti-cancer transgenes, such as
tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (55), mutant endo-

statin (26), and nm23H1 (56) or VEGFR neutralizing anti-
body (57). In consideration for current rAAV-based cancer
gene therapies, the present study provides the rationale
that scAAV2 vectors in combination with scAAV5 vectors
may improve anti-tumor efficacy for successful cancer gene
therapy.
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